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FICHA INFORMATIVA PARA AUXILIARES DE CONVERSACIÓN

SCHOOL DATA IES Montes Orientales. (código 18700475)
Carretera de la Sierra, 31. 18500 Iznalloz (Granada)
Telephone number: 958-384060
Email address: 
18700475.edu@juntadeandalucia.es (headmaster)
mpeirea365@g.educaand.es (coordinator)
Website: https://blogsaverroes.juntadeandalucia.es/
iesmontesorientales/

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL Middle/High school (12-19 aged)

Contact person Bilingual coordinator: mpeirea365@g.educaand.es 

Collaboration subjects/modules 
of the Language Assistant. 

Biology, Maths, History, P.E, and Technology.

Information about the town and/
or neighborhood

Iznalloz was a military town since the Romans used it as a strategic 
enclave to defend the road that linked Tarraco with the eastern 
Andalusian coasts.
 The whole of the municipality is mainly dedicated to agriculture, 
especially the cultivation of olive groves, whose olives produce one 
of the best olive oils in Spain.
Iznalloz's main tourist attraction is the Cueva del Agua (Water 
Cave). This is a long cave with numerous galleries from the Jurassic 
period, lakes of varying depths, a riverbed inside and cave 
paintings. 
Near the municipality, among pine woods and aromatic plants, in 
the heart of the Sierra Arana, is the recreational area of El Sotillo. It 
currently has a tourist complex that includes several restaurants and 
a Mycological Museum. It is ideal for adventure sports

Getting to school There are some options to rent housing in the same village, ask the 
person who coordinates the project. 
Most of the language assistants tend to live in Granada. In this case 
you could join the car pool with a cost of approximately 4/5 euros 
per day.

Accomodation - Use fotocasa or idealista apps for apartment searching in Granada 
if that’s the option. Most auxiliares have shared apartments in the 
past few years

Contact with other Language  
Assistants

We recommend to reach out to other auxiliares via Facebook or 
Whatsapp;  Ask the school coordinator for contact information 
once the placement is confirmed by each auxiliar.
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